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Put all answers on the colored answer sheet.  All fraction answers must be reduced.   
 
0.5 Problems 1 through 5 are worth 2 points each 

1 
If m=4, r=6, h=2, s=7, and a=3, evaluate
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improper fraction. 
2 Solve for x: 17x-6=10x+15 

3 

Prince Erik buys Ariel an aquarium for her birthday on November 12th. 
There are 2000 fish in the aquarium. However, she’s not very good at 
feeding them, so the number of fish decreases by half every month. How 
many fish are left by Erik’s birthday on March 12th? 

4 

One day Catherine bakes chocolate chip cookies. She leaves her cookies 
unattended for a while, during which time Trevor steals half. After she 
returns, she takes half the remaining and gives them to Anna. While she’s 
giving the cookies to Anna, Trevor returns to steal half of that remaining. 
There are now 3 left. How many cookies did Catherine bake to begin with? 

5 
Catherine and Jill pass exactly 15 notes per class period- except for band 
in which they pass 40. If there are 6 class periods total, and 180 days in a 
school year, how many notes do they pass in one whole school year? 

5.5 Problems 6 through 10 are worth 3 points each 
6 If x=9, solve for y: y=x²+3x+12 

7 Simplify: abc
cba
cba
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8 The Nintendo Wii is priced at $250. But with sales tax it is $267.50. 
What is the sales tax percentage? 

9 Find all values of x such that : (x-2)² = 81 

10 Find the sum of all the positive integers less than 100 that are not 
multiples of 5. 

 


